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quently, they have never suffered from famine.
They also sow beans and melons, which are Excel-

lent, especially those that have red seeds. Their
Squashes are not of the best; they dry them in the

sun, to eat them during The winter and the spring.
Their Cabins are very large, and are Roofed and

floored with mats made of Rushes. They make all

Their utensils of wood, and Their Ladles ont of the

heads of cattle, whose Skulls they know so well how

to prepare that they use these ladles with ease for
eating their sagamité.

They are liberal in cases of illness, and Think that

the effect of the medicines administered to them is in

proportion to the presents given to ·the physician.

Their garments consist only of skins; the women

are always clad very modestly and very becomingly,
while the men do not take the tiouble to Cover them-

selves. I know not through what superstition some

Ilinois, as well as some Nadouessi, while still young,

assume the garb of women, and retain it throughout
their lives. There is some mystery in this, For they

never marry and glory in demeaning- themselves to
do everything that the women do. They go to war,

however, but can use only clubs, and not bows and
arrows, which are the weapons proper to men. They

are present at al the juggleries, and at the solemn

dances in honor of the Calumet; at these they sing,

but must not dance. They are summoned to the

Councils, and nothing can be decided without their

advice. FinaIly, through their profession of leading

an Extraordinary life, they pass for Manitous,- That

is to say, for Spirits,-or persons of Consequence.6

There remains no more, except to speak of the

Calumet. There is nothing more mysterious or more
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